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16 secrets to a flat stomach
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IMG personal trainer Ricardo Riskalla answers the age-old question:

how do I get a flat stomach?

The stomach area is the one place where we always check ourselves. We are all

sinners here. Who hasn't checked their stomach today? As a trainer, I can't tell you

how many times I've been asked this single question: "What do models do to have a

flat stomach?"

The answer is a combination of different factors, which I have outlined in the gallery

above.

Website: rawfit.com.au

Instagram: @rawfit_training  

The number one factor is diet. Diet is paramount. You can do 10 hours of
exercise every day, but if your diet is not correct you wont see any

results.
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A correct diet should be based on a few principles: 1. Never overeat
anything
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2. Focus on unprocessed foods.
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3. Consume lots of nutrient dense foods.
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The number two factor is respect. And when I say respect I refer to the
ability to be patient in the weight loss process.
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It is also important to use food with respect as a nurturing matter, that
will heal you and nurture you. Food should never ever have negative

connotations.
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And lastly, respect means to act again, look again. By this I mean reading
labels, choosing organic products, and celebrating life.
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Number three is exercise. After you have mastered and understood the
first two factors, then comes exercise, not the reverse. In terms of what

exercises are the best for a flat stomach, I recommend you do the
following:
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1. Make push ups part of your exercise routine. Start with 10 daily (and I
mean full push ups) and every week add five repetitions.
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Most people don’t realise but push ups are like planks with benefits. I
love when I see my clients doing 100 push ups non stop! That is core

strength.
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2. Create instability on your workouts. When your body is not fully stable
while exercising your core muscles fire up.
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To do that you could do your workouts standing on one foot and so on.
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3. Do cardio, but not in excess. Excess cardio will make you overly
hungry, and when you are in that state you know that overeating will

occur.
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4. Remove salt from your diet. It's the number one enemy. Salt comes in
different forms but they're all the same - from Himalayan pink to black

salt. They're all forms of sodium. Start reading labels and avoid anything
with added sodium in it.
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You'll be surprised how added salt kills the taste of food. It's hard at first,
but over time you'll start tasting different layers in your food. Some
foods are so rich in sodium they should be avoided at all costs, eg.

tamari, soy sauce, miso, stock.
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5. Add lymphatic drainage massage, dry skin brushing, and cold showers
to your life. They are simple tricks that can and will change your physique.
It's not as drastic as plastic surgery, but you'll be able to notice it after a

while!
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